2016 Earth Day

“Capture the Earth” Photo Contest
The Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet invites
student photographers in middle school (grades 6-8)
to submit an original photograph for the “Capture the
Earth” environmental photo contest. The winner will
receive two nights lodging at any Kentucky State Resort
Park with his or her family. Judges will look for originality and creativity, photo composition and how well your
photo represents Earth Day.

How to Enter
Send your photo by email as an attachment to
kidsphotocontest@ky.gov. Your photograph must be
saved as a jpeg file. File sizes may not exceed 5MB. The subject line
of your email should read STUDENT EARTH DAY PHOTO CONTEST.
Please include in the body of the email:
• Your name, age and grade;
• Your parent or guardian’s email address and phone number;
• The name of your school and the county where it is located;

Christina Howard’s
photograph of an
apple made her the
winner of the 2014
Capture the Earth
photo contest.

• Where and when the photo was taken; and
• A paragraph on how your photo celebrates the beauty and diversity of Kentucky and encourages others to care about the state’s environment through stewardship and conservation. Whether you photograph a native wildflower or wildlife, a waterscape
or a landscape, share it with others through this contest and help create a greater interest in the outdoors.
• DEADLINE: Send in your photo by 4:30 p.m., Friday, April 8, 2016.

Rules and Eligibility
Photos may be submitted until 4:30 p.m. on Friday, April 8, 2016. Only electronic submissions are eligible. Limit one entry per student. The Energy
and Environment Cabinet (EEC) is not responsible for lost, late, illegible, incomplete, or entries not received for any reason. Entries become sole
property of EEC, and none will be acknowledged or returned. By entering, entrant warrants that the entry (1) is original and does not infringe the
intellectual property rights of any third party, (2) has not been published in any medium and (3) has not won an award.
This contest is open to all Kentucky middle school students. Email Ricki.Gardenhire@ky.gov
or telephone 502-564-5525 for more information.

Judging
All entries will be judged by the Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet
communications staff based on the following criteria:
• Creativity and originality (50 percent)
• Photo composition (25 percent)

• Appropriateness to contest theme (25 percent)

Photography facts
There are 250 million photos uploaded to Facebook daily. Instagram trails behind with around 40 million mobile
uploads a day.
Which side of your face do you consider to be your best? A study by Kelsey Blackburn and James Schirillo from
Wake Forest University determined that the left side of the face is perceived and rated as more pleasant than pictures
of the right side of the face, possibly due to the fact that we present a greater intensity of emotion on the left side of
our face.
Today we snap as many photos every two minutes as humanity as a whole did in the 1800s.
There are 12 cameras on the surface of the moon.
It is estimated that the earth’s population has taken over 3.8 trillion photos.

Photography 101
Helpful photo tips

1

Select your subject

Photography is viewing a
subject from different levels.
For instance, if you are taking a picture of a puppy, try
getting down on the puppy’s
level. Then try taking a shot
from a standing position
while the puppy is looking
up.

2

Focus your camera

3

Get up close

Make sure your camera is in
focus. Just because it is an
auto-focus camera doesn’t
mean you can’t take blurry photos. Many cameras
make a beeping noise or
show a solid green light
when the focus is “locked.”

Don’t be afraid to get close
to the subject. “Fill the
frame” is an expression that
means to fill the viewfinder
with the subject. Don’t get
so close however that you
cut off part of the subject
that you didn’t mean to.

4

Rule of thirds

5

Try something different

What this means, is try not
to always place your subject
in the middle of the frame.
Imagine your viewfinder is
divided into a grid of thirds
both ways. Make sure your
subject is placed where
those lines intersect.

Try unexpected angles,
shadows and light. Play
around with what you like
and what your viewfinder
allows to be seen. Above all
experiment and have fun!

